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Thursday, June 30, 2022 

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
MEETING CALL TO ORDER (action item) 

Commissioners Jeff Hough, Terrel N. Tovey and Ernie Moser met for Board of Equalization hearings.  

12:59 PM Moser convened the meeting. Tovey moved to enter into the Board of Equalization. The 

motion passed unanimously. Among those present were Nancy Allen, Anita Hymas and Braeden 

Clayson. Presenting throughout the day on behalf of the Assessor were Celeste Gunn, Joshua Stokes and 

Lanita Benson. 

The following hearings were conducted: 

  

12:59 PM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Ivan Anderson - RPRPWR2001000 

1:01 PM Anderson shared the assessment details. They were looking at selling the home and moving. A 

realtor looked at the home and estimated the value between $525,000-$550,000. He met with an 

appraiser and there was a discrepancy in the basement finish.  

1:04 PM Gunn recalculated the value changing the basement finish to 395 square feet which would 

reduce the total value to $559,027. According to comparables right in the neighborhood the subject 

property is falling within the comparables.  

1:06 PM Anderson pointed out the age of comparables, and with nearby construction there is some 

damage to the concrete.  

1:07 PM The Board discussed price per square foot, basement finish and valuing improvements at 

$330,434 plus land for a total of $436,744. Zillow is at $554,000. Tovey moved on parcel 

RPRPWR2001000 to adjust the value to $436,744 with adjustment off the improvement. The motion 

passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. 

 

Scott Thornley - RPRPSM2000100 

1:14 PM Thornley reviewed his value increased 39%. The home went up 27%. There have not been any 

changes to the property. He explained the land value cannot increase. Once a house is built, the land 

doesn’t have any more use and is not worth more.  

1:17 PM Gunn reviewed comparable sales are within a few blocks, the years built and per square foot 

value. Tovey reviewed land appreciates and the applicant’s argument is not correct.  

1:20 PM Hough reviewed lots around the subject and they have similar values. Hough moved for parcel 

RPRPSM2000100 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. 

 

Hong Wang & Haiming Xu - RPRPHL6000500 

1:21 PM Wang reviewed the value increased 31%. There is no evidence to support the increase. There is 

water damage, wall damage, and the basement finish was reviewed. She feels the value of the home 

should be $352,424 based on a national average market increase of 2.4%. 

1:24 PM Gunn did inspect damage in the home. The basement finish was reviewed. There is significant 

damage in the bathroom. The cost to fix the bathroom could be around $15,000. 

1:26 PM Hough reviewed values on online resources. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPHL6000500 to 

make cost to cure adjustment of $15,000 for a total of $433,422. The motion passed. Discussion ensued 

on comparables and pricing. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. 

 

Rick Cook - RPRPCVW000100 

1:29 PM Cook shared his house is priced higher than anyone in the neighborhood and has the railroad 

and gas station on the sides. There’s a gas easement alongside his house that he maintains. There is a 

fire hydrant in his front yard. The gas company came in and tore up the yard performing work in their 

easement and left the property a mess.  
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1:31 PM Gunn reviewed square footage and comparables. There are no adjustments for easements. 

1:32 PM Hough reviewed the comparables are in different neighborhoods and appellant is not in a 

premier location. Discussion ensued on easements. Nothing can be built on top of gas easements. The 

improvements are likely within the correct range, but the land should be adjusted. Hough moved for 

parcel RPRPCVW000100 to adjust the land back to last year’s value of $40,500 for a total of $301,669. 

The motion passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. 

 

Brien & Jane Gibson - RPRPHI1002300 

1:37 PM Jane Gibson appeared and reviewed the net assessment went up 75%. A realtor provided 

comparables very close to the home and the average value is $595,000. Real estate for 2021 went up 

26%.  

1:41 PM Gunn reviewed the property details, comparables and price per square foot.  

1:43 PM The Board discussed that there were BOE adjustments in 2019 and 2020. Appellant submitted 

a preponderance of evidence. Discussion ensued on land sales and neighbor values. Tovey explained 

that lots are selling for $84,000 near the temple. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPHI1002300 that the land 

be adjusted to $84,000. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. 

 

1:57 PM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Donald Whitley - RPRRSAH000300 

2:00 PM Whitley reported there has been a discrepancy in square footage on the home. He questioned 

the possibility of a credit for paying taxes on the extra footage over the years. 

2:01 PM Gunn shared that a few appraisers went out and the correction on square footage was made for 

a new total value of $734,545.  

2:03 PM Tovey shared there is Idaho Code that the taxpayer has the responsibility to ensure the 

information is correct. Hough moved on parcel RPRRSAH000300 to accept the Assessor’s amended 

value of $734,545 with adjustment off the improvements. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the 

appeal rights. 

 

Robert Provenza - RPRRCIN000102 

2:06 PM Provenza shared some comparable examples directly near his property. They are valued the 

same, but have more property.  

2:09 PM Gunn explained some properties have more than one parcel and the second one is valued as 

contiguous. The parcels are all in the same land schedule. Discussion ensued on communal wells, septic, 

and equitable adjustments. Hough moved on parcel RPRRCIN000102 to uphold the assessed value. The 

motion passed. 

 

Vernon & LaVera Tilton - RPRPTDV000801 

2:28 PM Mega Huff appeared on behalf of her parents. The value was adjusted by the appraiser after 

reviewing the file by $14,000. Huff explained the property is in a high traffic area making it less 

desirable. Tovey does not feel a corner lot is worth more than lots next to the temple. Tovey moved on 

parcel RPRPTDV000801 to adjust the improvements to $280,475 and the land to $60,000 for a total of 

$340,475. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. 

 

Greg Dornfeld & Deann Jones - RPRPSAV000300 

2:16 PM Gunn explained that comparables were difficult to find and are not in the same vicinity. The 

appraiser sat with the appellant and has adjusted the improvements to $483,881 for a total of $576,881. 

Tovey moved to accept the Assessor’s value of $576,881 with adjustment off improvements. The 

motion passed. 
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3:00 PM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Darin Olson - RPRPWRE002300 

3:02 PM Olson reviewed the value increased 81%. Comparables submitted were reviewed with 

averages. Zillow values were reviewed. Appellant’s opinion of value is $420,000-$455,000. 

3:04 PM Benson reviewed the comparable sales, square footage of the subject, and price per square 

foot. This assessment is a fair value. 

3:08 PM Tovey feels appellant has valid points, but comparables lack the sales dates. Looking at Google 

Earth, there is a two-car detached garage that would value at $25,000. Tovey suggested taking 

appellant’s opinion of value of $454,000 plus the garage. Moser pointed out there were BOE 

adjustments in 2019 and 2020. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPWRE002300 to set total value at $475,000 

with adjustment off the improvement. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. 

 

Debra Easterly - RPRPSOM000202 

3:13 PM Easterly reviewed she lives in a twin home with a value much more than the other side and it is 

one of the oldest on the road.  

3:15 PM Moser explained the property had an adjustment in the 2019 BOE and the land has not 

increased in the last five years. Benson explained the neighbor has less basement finish. This property is 

on lower end of comparable sales.  

3:18 PM Discussion ensued on comparable three. Hough shared that online resources match the 

Assessor’s value. Hough moved for parcel RPRPSOM000202 to uphold the assessed value. The motion 

passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights.  

 

Roger and Diana Schow - RPRPSV2001700 

3:21 PM The appellants did not show. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPSV2001700 that the assessed value 

be upheld due to lack of preponderance of evidence. The motion passed. 

 

Administrative Reviews 

 

BAAM Properties LLC - RPRPBZA000100 

2:38 PM The file was reviewed. There is an appraisal. Hough moved for parcel RPRPBZA000100 to 

accept the appellant’s opinion of value at $450,000 based on appraisal. The motion passed. 

 

Simonsen Stein Colleen Family Trust - RPRPSY2000800 

2:40 PM The file was reviewed. Discussion ensued on repairs, average quality and condition, and that 

there have been no adjustments in the last five years. Online resources show the assessment at a lower 

value. Hough moved on parcel RPRPSY2000800 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Keller LLC - RPRPSUV000500, RPRPSUV000600, RPRPSUV001100, and RPRPSUV001200 

2:45 PM The packet was reviewed. Idaho Code §63-317 was reviewed. Hymas explained the exemption 

change to allow bare ground. This is not a contractor exemption. Discussion ensued on the wrong 

exemption being referred to in the application. Hough moved on parcels RPRPSUV000500, 

RPRPSUV000600, RPRPSUV001100, and RPRPSUV001200 to return all property values back to last 

year’s value. The motion passed. 

 

PNB Family Trust - RPRRSRV000901 and RPRRSRV001102 

3:22 PM The packet was reviewed. Sales are harder to find on larger homes. Parcel 1102 was adjusted 

to $4,514 as a contiguous parcel. Hough moved on RPRRSRV000901 to uphold the assessed value and 

on parcel RPRRSRV001102 to adjust the land to $4,514 per the Assessor’s recommendation. The 

motion passed. 
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Clayne Bloom - RPRPIR1000500 

3:33 PM The packet was reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPRPIR1000500 to uphold the assessed 

value. The motion passed. 

 

Bonner & Devanee Morrison - RPRRTCE001500 and RPRRLR3011500 

3:34 PM The packet was reviewed. Hough recused himself. Moser reviewed there were BOE 

adjustments in 2019 and 2020. Tovey moved on parcel RPRRTCE001500 to uphold the assessed value. 

The motion passed. Tovey moved on parcel RPRRLR3011500 to uphold the assessed value. The motion 

passed. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YM92WRQ8HBc 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqd1ie8KBDM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5ePMPGFUeM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZjoN4VZ_DQ 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YM92WRQ8HBc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqd1ie8KBDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5ePMPGFUeM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZjoN4VZ_DQ

